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Introduction:

• Gambit’s Software and IT Services (SITS) Market Review for Q221 assesses the

growth drivers of M&A activity and capital investment within the sector,

considering the underlying market trends across industry subsectors and the

factors contributing to heightened investor confidence and sector attention.

• After a resurgence of sector M&A and capital investment activity over the last

12 months, UK M&A deal volumes remain at pre-pandemic levels in Q221. This

follows two consecutive quarters of record activity in Q420 and Q121.

• Investor confidence has been buoyed by an appreciation of share prices and

public valuations in recent months. Gambit’s SITS valuation index shows an

appreciation in average EV/EBITDA multiples of 21% from Q220 to 22.1x. This

has been driven by demonstrable resilience to Covid-19, with many businesses

outperforming pre-pandemic results and utilising M&A to fuel growth strategies

and improve underlying margins via operational synergies.

• Confidence and trading performance is high across all SITS subsectors,

underpinned by covid-resilience, generation of recurring revenues, healthy

profit margins and accelerated adoption of technologies from end users.
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Report summary:

• SITS companies have augmented organic growth plans by devising M&A

strategies focused on accelerated capability enhancement, scalability,

geographic reach and exposure to fast-growing industry verticals.

• Encouraged by the sector’s resilience to the pandemic, financial acquirers

have undertaken aggressive buy-and-build strategies and are considering

how best to align portfolios to meet the demands of the post-covid

landscape.

• Our SITS valuation index reflects ever increasing investor confidence and

evidences the heightened valuations of SITS companies within all subsectors.

The VAR & Consultancy sector specifically has demonstrated significant

evolution, with EV/EBITDA multiples rising by 22% from pre-pandemic levels.

• Succession strategies are beginning to crystalise, with shareholders benefiting

from an array of options. In addition to buoyant trade and financial exit

routes, the funding market is well positioned to facilitate management buy-out

transactions to benefit both owners and well-prepared management teams. Nick Gallagher
Executive
Software & IT Services

Conclusion:

• Many of the factors that have fuelled growth for SITS companies, such as remote working, demand for

software enabled solutions and ongoing support with digital transformations will continue beyond the

pandemic – boding well for acquirers’ investment returns and enabling exiting shareholders to benefit from

heightened valuations.

• Record M&A volumes witnessed in response to the pandemic have highlighted software & IT services

companies as key opportunities in focus, requiring investors to execute timely M&A strategies in order to

maintain competitive advantage and retain market share.

• The disproportionate attention from investors looking to deploy record levels of capital will spur an active

M&A environment and provide an opportunity for those looking to exit at historically strong valuations.

• The current M&A environment presents an opportunity to explore succession strategies and crystalise

shareholder value during a period of heightened investor appetite and SITS company valuations.
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UK M&A Activity

• The M&A market has become further polarised as Covid-19 resilient sectors attract greater valuation

multiples and access to capital, with acquirers seeking to leverage the fast-growing nature of smaller,

agile companies in parallel.

• Deal volumes are anticipated to remain buoyant as strategic acquirers devise and execute successive

buy-and-build strategies, whilst private equity and venture capital funds deploy record levels of

investment in parallel.

• The private equity backed nature of the SITS landscape has been a catalyst for accelerated market

growth within all industry subsectors. Record levels of capital deployed to the sector have provided

portfolio companies with substantial war chests to fuel inward investment, execute acquisition

opportunities and support recruitment and expansion plans.

• As financial investors seek bolt-on investment opportunities to supplement their existing portfolios,

competitive tension will drive enriched valuations for key assets within dedicated subsectors.

• Companies with well-capitalised balance sheets will continue to seize ad-hoc diversification opportunities

by acquiring into subsectors with demonstrable covid resilience, thereby enhancing their medium to long

term prospects through proactive, pre-emptive financial and strategic preparation.

• Significant opportunity exits for shareholders to explore succession strategies, with a range of options

across trade and financial routes, underpinned by strong investor appetite and transaction activity in the

SITS sector.

Source: Refinitiv, Gambit analysis
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Sectors in Focus

Application Software
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Application Software – Valuation Index

• As demonstrated by Gambit’s SITS valuation

index, EV/EBITDA multiples of listed application

software providers remain the highest of all

subsectors in the SITS landscape, supported by

recurring revenues, high margins and scalable

asset-light business models.

• Notable investor attention and subsector

performance has been witnessed within

healthcare software and regtech software

verticals. Livingbridge sited the ‘strong market

tailwinds’ surrounding data security and

compliance requirements underpinning its

investment in Semafone. Similarly, US

headquartered Acuant’s investment in Hello

Soda highlighted the international attraction of

well-performing UK assets in fast evolving

industries such as AML and KYC compliance

software.

• Application software transactions accounted for

34% of UK SITS M&A activity in Q221. The sector

has demonstrated substantial agility to the

pandemic environment with increasing

development and growth capital provided from

UK venture funds – building on a record £11.2bn

of investment in UK technology companies

during 2020.

• Ease of scalability and visibility of recurring

revenues reaffirm the sector as an investor

favourite. Application software companies that

are able to identify and address the long term

sector developments arising from the pandemic

will continue to buoy investor confidence and

attract heighted valuations and access to

capital.
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Selected transactions

Date Target Acquirer/
Investor

Consideration

June 21 Semafone 
(BGF)

Livingbridge -

June 21 NuvoAir Albion VC $12m

June 21 Clarity 
Informatics

Agilo
(August 
Equity)

-

June 21 Unwire ICM Mobility -

June 21 SBG Sports 
Software

Catapult 
Sports

$40m

June 21 Boomset Hopin -

May 21 Hello Soda Acuant 
(Audax)

-

Source: Refinitiv, Gambit analysis

• Disruptive start-ups have leveraged the

propensity of end-users to adopt earlier stage

technologies in the pursuit of speed and agility,

fast-tracking their development and presence in

the market. This has led to strategic acquirers

widening their scope to include smaller scale

transactions to supplement their M&A strategies.
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Sectors in Focus

System Software
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System Software – Valuation Index

• As industry verticals undergo digital

transformations, acquirers have focused on

emerging and specialist software platforms set to

be at the forefront of industry practice in the

post-pandemic environment.

• Valuations of listed system software providers

have continued their upward trend sine 2020,

with EV/EBITDA trading multiples now succeeding

pre-pandemic levels per Gambit’s SITS valuation

index. Notably, the share price of leading

enterprise software provider Cerillion Plc has

increased by 120% since Dec 2020, while its

March 2021 earnings report showed a 77%

increase in EBITDA generation from the prior year.

• Financial acquirers have invested significant

capital in software providers that are well placed

to operate in and adjust to the

pandemic environment - focusing on high

quality, disruptive business models that enable

users to streamline processes, overcome

operational challenges and improve

communication.

• Strategic acquirers are extending the parameters

of their acquisition search in order to obtain new

software capabilities and access new verticals,

rather than scaling existing competencies. This is

being driven by a preference amongst users for

a complete suite of software solutions that can

integrate seamlessly with existing hardware.

• Backed by Five Arrows, RLDatix’s acquisition of

Allocate Software will uniquely combine

workforce management solutions with RLDatix’s

core GRC capabilities.
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Source: Refinitiv, Gambit analysis

• The acquisition was undertaken in response to

Covid-19, recognising its impacts on the healthcare

sector and the need for robust software solutions to

mitigate these – whilst also highlighting the benefits

of exploring complimentary M&A opportunities

outside of core competencies to support growth.

Selected transactions

Date Target Acquirer/
Investor

Consideration

June 21 Tessian March Capital £46m

June 21 Select Legal Access Group
(HG Capital)

-

June 21 Ipsotek Atos -

June 21 Allocate 
Software

RLDatix (Five 
Arrows)

-

May 21 42 Crunch Energy Impact 
Partners

£12m

May 21 Primary Site Juniper 
Education
(Horizon)

-

April 21 Bliss Systems Hemingways -

April 21 Msite Infobric -
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Sectors in Focus

Managed IT & Cloud

• Resilient business models underpinned by multi-

year contracts, visibility of income and an

increased willingness among organisations to

decentralise non-core functions has enabled

managed services providers to prosper, as

valuations for publicly listed managed service

providers rebound to pre-pandemic levels.

• Performance, confidence and sector

consolidation activity among managed IT

providers is underpinned by increased demand

and sophistication of cloud solutions to facilitate

remote working and to manage the increased

threat of cyber breaches.

• The importance of robust IT infrastructure and the

downfalls of legacy equipment have been

highlighted by an increased exposure to cyber

security threats. End users are demanding

improvements to both prevention and

management of security threats and acquirers

are seeking bolt-on opportunities with specialist

cyber security vendors to achieve this.

• Backed by Inflexion, UKFast’s investment in ANS

was orchestrated to capitalise on ‘the rapid

market growth opportunity for digital and cloud

services’. Acquirers are seeking to capitalise on

these sector transformations by acquiring agile

managed services providers which compliment

their existing capabilities – in this case combing

ANS’ public cloud and DevOps expertise, with

UKFasts’ leadership in private cloud hosting and

security.
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Managed IT & Cloud – Valuation Index

• Private equity’s significant sector presence and

influence in accelerating buy-and-build

strategies has been demonstrated. In April,

Babble IT completed its eighth acquisition since

2020 in CCaaS specialist Sesui - marking the

company’s fourth acquisition since Graphite

Capital led the buyout from LDC in November

2020.
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Selected transactions

Date Target Acquirer/
Investor

Consideration

June 21 ANS UKFast 
(Inflexion)

-

June 21 Telle-machus Bedroq -

June 21 ONI Thrive
(Court Square)

-

May 21 Cloud2 BCN Group 
(Beech Tree)

-

April 21 Pure 
Technology 
Group

Fulcrum 
Technology 
Group

-

April 21 Sesui Babble IT 
(Graphite 
Capital)

-

April 21 High Net Focus Group
(Bowmark)

-
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Sectors in Focus

VAR & Consultancy
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VAR & Consultancy – Valuation Index

• Trading performance of VAR’s and IT

consultancies have been fueled by organisations

seeking ongoing advice and support on how to

adapt best to challenges presented by the

pandemic and how their requirements may

evolve as the pandemic subsides.

• Gambit’s VAR & consultancy valuation index

highlights the substantial appreciation in trading

multiples of listed providers since December

2018. EV/EBITDA multiples have increased by

more than 70% during this period and have

surpassed pre-pandemic levels by 22% despite

suffering a retraction in Q120.

• Private equity houses have benefited from

substantial investor returns of recent and

continue to search for scalable and synergistic

VAR & IT Consultancy companies to integrate

within their growing portfolios.

• Considerable opportunity exists for VAR & IT

Consultants to augment organic growth plans

and increase shareholder value via strategic

acquisitions and capital investment. For example,

Growth Capital Partners’ investment in Hippo

Digital will enable the company to accelerate its

development plans and strategic ambitions,

which include doubling the current workforce to

400 people and expanding into new regions

such as London, Manchester and Birmingham.

• Strategic acquirers are strengthening their suite

of products and channel partnerships via serial

acquisitions, aiming to capitalise on

organisations’ requirements to complete digital

transformations across all enterprise functions.
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• Northern Ireland headquartered Version One

acquired digital services specialist Neueda in June,

marking the company’s 12th acquisition since its

inception. The transaction will scale the business to

revenues in excess of €200m and significantly

enhance Version One’s technology capabilities;

leveraging Neueda’s expertise in digital

transformation and data analytics, access to

additional blue-chip clients and sectoral expertise

in the capital markets.

Selected transactions

Date Target Acquirer/
Investor

Consideration

June 21 Neueda 
Consulting

Version One -

June 21 Orbital Mobeus -

June 21 Cloudator Kainos Group 
Plc

-

June 21 Sagacity 
Solutions

Queen’s Park 
Equity

-

May 21 Pythagoras 
Communic-
ations

Ernst & Young -

April 21 Hippo Digital Growth 
Capital 
Partners

-
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Gambit Corporate Finance LLP

Concluding remarks

• Despite further easing of covid restrictions and UK Government officials suggesting a

near-term return to ‘normality’, the pandemic will have resulted in permanent operational

changes for companies. Many of the factors that have fuelled growth for SITS companies, such as

remote working, demand for tech enabled solutions and ongoing digital transformation support,

will continue beyond the pandemic – boding well for acquirers’ investment returns and enabling

exiting shareholders to benefit from heightened valuations.

• Dealmakers have quickly identified resilient and well performing industries, such as software & IT

services, recognising the need to acquire or dispose of assets in order to optimise business

models for the post-pandemic landscape.

• This latest wave of consolidation reflects the recognition that quality assets within all subsectors of

the software & IT industry are highly sought after, requiring investors to execute timely M&A

strategies in order to maintain competitive advantage.

• SITS companies have augmented organic growth plans by devising M&A strategies focused on

accelerated capability enhancement, ease of scalability, geographic reach and exposure to

fast-growing industry verticals.

• The disproportionate attention from investors looking to deploy record levels of capital will spur

an active M&A environment and provide an opportunity for those looking to exit at historically

strong valuations.

• Dealmaking has transformed during the pandemic, but M&A participants have remained

persistent and flexible, adapting to remote due diligence and negotiations and completing

transactions despite this unique situation.

• If you would like to arrange a call to discuss the opportunities facing your business or to

understand the most appropriate solutions to support your shareholders’ needs and ambitions,

please contact a member of the team.

Sam Forman

Associate Director

T: +44 (0) 845 643 5500

M: +44 (0) 759 040 8682

E: samuel.forman@gambitcf.com

Nick Gallagher

Executive

T: +44 (0) 845 643 5500

E: nick.gallagher@gambitcf.com

Geraint Rowe

Partner

T: +44 (0) 845 643 5500

M: +44 (0) 789 992 8029

E: geraint.rowe@gambitcf.com
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Gambit Corporate Finance LLP

Corporate Finance International

Gambit is the exclusive UK shareholder of CFI, a

global partnership of middle-market investment

banks and corporate finance advisory firms. With
over 200 professionals located in 26 offices

throughout the world, CFI members specialise in
cross-border acquisitions, disposals, capital raising,

and related services. CFI is ranked number 24 in

Europe and 32 globally by Thomson Reuters for
transactions valued up to €200 million.

www.thecfigroup.com

Gambit Corporate Finance

Established in 1992, Gambit is an independent

corporate finance advisory firm specialising in

advising private and public companies on mid-
market transactions in the UK and overseas. With

offices in London and Cardiff, Gambit is widely
recognised as a market leader in M&A advice in

the Software & IT Services sector having built up

detailed industry knowledge and an enviable track
record in deal origination and execution.

www.gambitcf.com
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